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sible, lie would that very evening have brought back the young
lady to her parents. For he firmly determined to act as inter-
cessor in this case, and to forward a happy and lawful union
between the lovers.
He begged permission of the Amtmann to speak in private
with Melina; a request which was granted without difficulty.
chapter XIV.
' the conversation of these new acquaintances very soon grew
confidential and lively. When Wilhelm told the downcast youth
of his connexion with the lady's parents, and offered to mediate
in the affair, showing at the same time the strongest expectation
of success, a light was shed across the dreary and anxious mind
of the prisoner; he felt himself already free, already reconciled
with the parents of his bride; and now began to speak about his
future occupation and support.
"On this point," said our friend, "you cannot long be in
difficulty; for you' seem to me directed, not more by your circum-
stances than by nature, to make your fortune in the noble pro-
fession you have chosen. A pleasing figure, a sonorous voice,
a feeling heart! Could an actor be better furnished ? If I can
serve you with a few introductions, it will give me the greatest
pleasure."
" I thank you with all my heart," replied the other; " but I
shall hardly be able to make use of them; for it is my purpose,
if possible, not to return to the stage."
" Here you are certainly to blame," said Wilhelm, after a
pause, during which he had partly recovered out of his astonish-
ment; for it had never once entered his head, but that the player,
the moment his young wife and he were out of durance, would
repair to some theatre. It seemed to him as natural and as
necessary as for the frog to seek pools of water. He had not
doubted of it for a moment; and he now heard the contrary with
boundless surprise.
"Yes," replied Melina, "I have it in view not to reappear
upon the stage; but rather to take up some civil calling, be it
what it will, so that I can but obtain one."
" This is a strange resolution, which I cannot give my appro-
bation to. Without especial reasons, it can never be advisable

